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Late onset of pulmonary cement embolism after
a regular vertebroplasy. A clinical documentation
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Abstract: Vertebroplasty is a new minimal- invasive procedure for the treatment of painful vertebral fractures. The risk of a pulmonary
embolism ranges from 3.5 to 23% for osteoporotic fractures. However, data about the incidence and treatment strategies of
pulmonary cement embolisms (PCE) are limited. We report a case of a patient with symptomatic pulmonary cement embolism
after the vertebroplasty. The diagnosis was confirmed by means of CT- scan. In cases of asymptomatic patients with peripheral
PCE we recommend no treatment besides clinical follow-up. In our case of symptomatic embolisms, we recommend to proceed
according to the guidelines regarding the treatment of thrombotic pulmonary embolisms, which includes initial heparinization and
a following 6-month coumarin therapy.
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1. Introduction
A 69-year-old woman with spinal cord compression
caused by an osteoporotic vertebral fracture of eleventh and twelfth vertebra underwent therapeutic laminectomy of the eleventh and twelfth vertebra and vertebroplasty of the twelfth vertebra. After the operation,
the patient was not short of breath, and was in sufficient
clinical condition.
Five months later, the patient was hypoxemic and
complained about increasing dyspnea and decreasing
clinical condition. She was then referred to our center
for further diagnostic and treatments. The patient was
presented with severe dyspnea and arterial pO2 was
50 mmHg even with oxygen supplementation by nasal
cannula with a flow of 3-4 L. The spirometry showed an
obstructive pattern (FVC of 47%, and FEV 1 of 1.1 L
32% predicted).
Transthoracic echocardiography indicated that the

mean pulmonary arterial pressure was 40 mm Hg (reference range, 10 to 22 mm Hg).
Contrast enhanced tomography- scan and native
CT- scan were also performed, it revealed a cement embolus in a peripheral right middle lobe pulmonary artery
(Figure 1 and Figure 2).
After the detailed clarification and informing of the
patient, she was treated with conservative antiobstructive therapy and anticoagulants coumarins, which was
to be extended for 6 months.
The follow- up evaluation was performed after 3
months of conservative antiobstructive therapy and anticoagulants coumarins. The patient was presented with
improved clinical conditions. Her arterial pO2 was 62
mmHg without oxygen supplementation. The spirometry
showed an improved but still obstructive pattern (FVC
of 67%, and FEV 1 of 1.8 L 42% predicted). The antiobstructive therapy with coumarins will be extended for
another 3 months.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Contrast enhanced CT scan showed cement embolus in a peripheral right middle lobe pulmonary artery.

Native chest CT scan demonstrates a cement embolus in
a peripheral right middle lobe pulmonary artery.

2. Discussion
The highest percentage of 23% of pulmonary cement
embolism was found after vertebroplasty in osteoporotic
fractures [1].
Embolism of injected cement to the pulmonary arteries is a known potential complication of vertebroplasty.
Although most patients are asymptomatic, serious illness and even death may result. Transvertebral cement
leakages into surrounding tissues as well as leakages
into paravertebral veins are common complications after
percutaneous vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [2]. The

leakages are mostly caused by the injection of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) that is still too liquid or by
applying too much pressure while injecting the material.
In the majority of cases, cement leakage does not
cause any problems and is usually detected during a
follow up regular radiographic control. Those types of
cement leakages seem to be harmless complications
after percutaneous vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty and
require no further therapy [3]. The risk for cement embolism ranges between 3.5 and 23% based on the type
of imaging. In cases of symptomatic or central embolisms, however, treatment includes initial heparinization
and a following 6- month coumarin therapy should be
proceeded. A continuous anticoagulation therapy after
the initial 6 months of treatment does not seem to be
indicated and due to the associated bleeding complications in the prevalent older population it is actually
contraindicated [4]. Even after review of the literature,
it is not possible to derive a clear treatment strategy for
the treatment of pulmonary cement embolisms. Besides
surgical removal, treatment options include administration of heparin i.v. or s.c., observation of the clinical
spontaneous progress or coumarin treatment for 3–6
months after the occurrence of the embolism [4].
Cement leakage is the most frequent complication
arising after percutaneous vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [5,6]. The leakages range from asymptomatic
damages of the surrounding tissue to nerve irritation
through compression of nerve roots and pulmonary cement embolisms (PCE) [7,8].
Based on clinical appearance there are two main
groups of lung embolisms, asymptomatic and a symp663
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tomatic cement embolism. Symptomatic cement embolisms can be recognized by their clinical signs and
symptoms such as dyspnea/tachypnea, tachycardia,
cyanosis, chest pain, coughing, hemoptysis, dizziness
and sweating whereas it is more difficult to recognize
asymptomatic cement embolisms [9-11].
Few authors reported surgical embolectomy that resulted in the patient’s death after a pulmonary cement
embolism [12].
Our patient was to be treated with coumarins consecutively for 6 months due to symptomatic pulmonary

cement embolism. Based on the review of the current
literature, such clinical documentations remain seldom.
Further qualified studies should take this complication in
account.
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